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Leningrad. Anthology of historical materials.

Editors A. Roginskii, S. Dediulin, et al.
Published in Paris.
Samizdat typescripts archived at Memorial, Moscow.
Continued as series Minuvshee.
“It is difficult to find historical truth in reference works redesigned each year according to the last word in ideological fashion. [...]”

“[...] documents [...] are either swallowed up by the secret archives as soon as they are found, or are destined for the secret archives (spetskhrany) already by the stamp of secrecy [...]”
… to histories.

“However, our principal historical secrets are of a special type. Millions of people are in on the secret. One might prepare 1937 in secret, but to realize it in secret would be difficult. […]”

“Archives are not only State archives – they are personal, too.”

- Editors of *Pamiat’* (Memory), v. 1, Preface.
Classic Soviet Samizdat, 1956-1986
SUMMA, Leningrad, 1979-82, No. 1-8

- Review (referativnyi) journal for uncensored literature.

From History to histories of the Field of Unofficial Culture in the Soviet Union
**KHRONIKA TEKUSHCHIKH SOBYTII**  
*(Chronicle of Current Events)*, Moscow, 1968-82, No. 1-64. The most important bulletin on human rights issues and crucial source of information about various unofficial groups.

**INFORMATSIIA**  
*(Information)*, 1965-80s, several hundred issues, Bulletin about Crimean Tatars. Inspiration for the Chronicle.
Khronika Tekushchikh Sobytiy (Chronicle of Current Events), Moscow, 1968-82, #1-64. The most important bulletin on human rights.


Baptist Samizdat

- **VESTNIK SPASENIIA** (The Herald of Salvation), 1964-75.
- **BRATSKII LISTOK** (Fraternal Leaflet), 1965-86.
- **BIULLETEM’ SOVETA RODSTVENNIKOV UZNIKOV EKhB SSSR** (Bulletin of Relatives of Prisoners…, 1971-82.
- **INFORMATSIONNYI LISTOK** (Informational Leaflet), 1971, #1-2, Barnaul, Altai Region.
- **VESTNIK ISTINY** (The Herald of Truth), 1976-90.

**Sources include:**
Keston College’s *Religion in Communist Lands*,
Radio Liberty Publications, the *Chronicle*,
Walter Sawatsky, *Soviet Evangelicals Since World War II*,

- Ed. V. Krivulin, T. Goricheva, B. Grois et al.
- Journal on literary, religious, philosophical and artistic matters.
- Complete set of issues now available in Bremen.
Soviet Samizdat Periodicals.
Number of editions by year.
Rock and Other Periodicals.
Jewish Samizdat Periodicals
Covered in the Moscow Chronicle

• ITON (Newspaper), 1970, #1-2.
• ISKHOD (Exodus), 1970-71, #1-4.
• VESTNIK ISKHODA (Herald of Exodus), 1971-72, #1-3.
• BELAIA KNIGA ISKHODA (The White Book of Exodus), 1972-73, #1-2.
• EVREI V SSSR (Jews in the USSR), 1972-79,#1-21.
• TARBUT (Culture), 1975-79, #1-13.
• VYEZD V IZRAIL’: Pravo i praktika (Emigration to Israel: The Law and Common Practice), 1979-80, #1-8.
Jewish Samizdat Periodicals
NOT covered in the Moscow Chronicle

• EVREISKAIA MYSL’ (Jewish Thought), 1978, #1.
• IVRIT/NASH IVRIT (Our Hebrew), 1978-80, #1-4.
• EVREI V SOVREMENNOM MIRE (Jews in the Contemporary World), 1978-81, #1-6.
• DIN U-METSIUT (Law and Reality), 1979-80, #1-6.
• KHAIM. Chteniia po iudaike (Life. Readings in Judaica), 1979-86, #1-11.
• MAGID (Storyteller), 1981, #1.
• DAIDZHEST (Digest), 1982-85, #1-12.
• NASHE NASLEDIE (Our Heritage), 1982, #1.
• LEA (Leningrad Jewish Almanac), 1982-89, #1-19.
Feminist Editions

• **ZHENSCHCHINA I ROSSIIA** (*Woman and Russia*) 1979, #1, Leningrad. Eds. T. Goricheva, N. Malakhovskaia, T. Mamonova.

Belarusian Editions

• **PADSNEZHKNIK** (*Snowdrop*) 1963-64, #1-4
• **BLAKITNY LIKHTAR** (*Blue Lantern*) 1971-74, #1-15.
• **MILAVITSA** (*Venus Star*) 1974-76, #1-7.
• **GUTARKA** (*Conversation*) 1975-76, #1-45.
• **LIUSTRA DZEN** (*Light of Days*) 1979-80, #1-4
• **MISTYKA** (*Mysticism*) 1982-83, #1-4.
• **IDIOT** (*Idiot*) 1983-93. #1-23
• **NABOINI** () 1984, #1-16.
• **BURACHOK** () 1986-87, #1.
Sources on Belarusian Samizdat, from the Modern History Archive, Minsk


Imagined Community(ies)